
One year of Modi govt: Global challenges could make 

economic revival a tougher ask 

 

The summer of 2015 looks different from 2014. The year gone by has seen several changes 

that have had an impact on the economy. While the changes may not quite qualify as "big-

bang reforms", the Modi government in its first year has taken measures that could lay the 

foundation for long-term growth. 

 

Arguably this government's biggest achievement has been its success in injecting optimism 

in the economy, after months of despair. Contrary to expectations, the government hasn't 

pressed the pedal hard on reforms and relied on gradual steps to repair the economy. Living 

up to its promise to tame inflation, it has tackled the problem with a little help from sliding 

global crude oil prices. 

"The first year saw policy initiatives that sowed the seeds of growth. The coming years 

should see harvesting of the fruits of these initiatives, and the economy in full bloom," said 

Kumar Mangalam Birla, chairman, Aditya Birla group. 

 

The focus now must be on tackling the adverse impact of a patchy Monsoon and dealing 

with farm distress. 

Finance minister Arun Jaitley's two Budgets ensured the growth momentum is sustained. 

Growth is expected to be in the 8.1%-8.5% range, thanks partly to changes in the way the 

economy is measured. While the jury is out on growth numbers, there's a belief that revival 

of growth has begun. 

 

"India is a bright spot, and economic development holds promise. India has an opportunity 

to become one of the world's most dynamic economies. My message will be: Seize it," IMF 

chief Christine Lagard had told TOI recently. 

 

REFORM MOVES 

 

The government raised the FDI cap in insurance to 49% from 26%, opened up defence 

production to foreign investors and ushered in fuel subsidy reforms, linking diesel to market 

prices. To bring states on board as partners to push growth, the government transferred 

significant resources to them accepting the 14th Finance Commission recommendations. 

 

To its credit, Modi has initiated the tough task of reforming labour laws and ending 

"inspector raj". The theme has been to make life simple for investors and ease setting up of 
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businesses to push manufacturing. 

 

 

 

The government has pursued introduction of the Goods & Services Tax, the most ambitious 

indirect tax reforms. A legislation to amend the Constitution, critical for the rollout of tax 

reform measure, is in the Rajya Sabha. The monsoon session will decide this bill's fate. 



TAX POLICY 

But it's the tax policy that continues to be the government's problem child despite measures 

to unveil a non-adversarial tax regime. Despite steps to stamp out what it called UPA's "tax 

terrorism", steps on imposing minimum alternate tax (MAT) on capital gains of FIIs has 

again put the spotlight on the tax department. 

 

While authorities have moved to calm foreign investors, experts say the task of repairing the 

tax system and getting investor faith back remains a challenge. 

 

"Greater clarity over tax rules — whether around personal I-T or MAT — would be 

reassuring. We can't assume investments will happen just based on our demographics, 

market size or growth projections," said Sri Rajan, India MD for consulting firm Bain & 

Company. "More must be done on ease of doing business." 

 

The wave of uncertainty over tax policy and slow reforms has frustrated some in India Inc 

and they've made their views known. While everyone agrees there's no magic wand to fix the 

myriad problems afflicting Asia's third-largest economy, a view is gaining ground that the 

government should display urgency in implementing decisions. Communication with 

investors and the financial markets is an area where more work is needed. 

 

The government must ensure complacency doesn't set in and policy missteps aren't routine. 

"Investors have started looking at India. They're giving us a second chance and, if we fail 

this time, they'll not forgive us," an industrialist told TOI. 

n the months ahead, the global economic situation is likely to become challenging. Exports 

have fallen for five consecutive months as of April and steps are needed to reverse the trend 

in the face of a global slump. 

For much of the year gone by, developments in global economy helped meet key objectives. 

With that looking likely to change, the test of its economic management skills may be just 

beginning. 


